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Spiritual Awakening 

A spiritual awakening may begin differently for each person who embarks 

on the journey, but it is similar in its purpose—a desire for more. Surrounding 

oneself with these crystals can provide support and uncover inner wisdom 

on the path to understanding. 

Labradorite- Provides strength while transitioning through change & transformation 

Moldavite- A transformational stone intended to assist in big changes quickly   

Iolite- Allows for inner self awareness to be discovered and understood 

Astrophyllite- Illuminates your world with light so that you can recognize your true 

purpose 

 

New Relationships 

All new relationships welcome in love, excitement & joy. Whether these 

relationships are romantic, friendly or new family additions, these wonderful 

feelings of happiness are unlike any other. Utlize these crystals to open up 

the heart and bring your truest potential to any relationship. 

Rose quartz- Opens the heart to all levels of love & compassion, including self-love 

Moonstone- Attracts new beginnings, positive change and strengthens intuition 

Kyanite- Opens all channels of communication with comfort & support 

Amazonite- Allows for the expression of the true self with confidence & courage 
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Career Advancement 

This wonderful & exciting time welcomes in opportunities for growth & 

discovery of inner potential. Allow these stones to fill your energy with 

determination and drive while opening your world up to unlimited 

possibilities 

Citrine- The abundance stone known to attract wealth & prosperity 

Ametrine- The manifestation stone known to help attract & uncover the hearts 

deepest desires 

Tiger Eye- A stone of strength & bravery to evoke drive & ambition 

Carnelian- Brings out determination and deep passion to chase desires & dreams 

 

Beginning a New Chapter 

With each new beginning we embark on, feelings of excitement and 

occasionally uncertainty follow. Embark on each wonderful new chapter 

in your life with these crystals to help soothe feelings of the uncertainty and 

amplify feelings of clarity and happiness 

Amethyst- Opens the soul up for transformation with deep protection and comfort 

Citrine- Attracts abundance in all forms of health, wellbeing, love & prosperity 

Moonstone- Allows for inner growth and learning to take place 

Rose quartz- Opens the heart to all levels of love, including self-love 
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Education & Learning 

Learning and gaining knowledge is a continuous process through life 

whether it involves attending school, learning how to garden or becoming  

a parent. We all take on new knowledge each and every day & these crystals are 

helpful in keeping focus and learning. 

Howlite- A study stone known to evoke strong memory & is helpful in detailed work 

Fluorite- Known to promote focus and deep understanding 

Ametrine- Known as the manifestation stone & is helpful in giving energy to desires of the heart 

African Turquoise- A stone of development & possibility that opens the self  to opportunities 

 

 

Moving into a New Home 

A new place to call home can happen at any age and occasionally many times. 

While the process itself may be uncomfortable, the result fills your heart with love and 

warm energy. Allow these stones to take you through and beyond the process into 

moving into a new home and environment 

Lepidolite- Directly calms feelings of anxiety & stress during over whelming moments or situations 

Tourmaline- Creates a field of protective energy around the self & environment 

Rose quartz- Allows for love and compassion to shine through all situations 

Apophyllite- Filters out old or stagnant energy in an environment & opens communication 
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Separation  

All relationships go through phases and while some are meant  

to last a lifetime, others may be meant to serve their purpose and move on. This is  

a cycle of life that isn’t always easy, but is essential in personal growth. Allow  

these stones to provide comfort & evoke understanding 

Tourmaline- Creates a field of protection around the self or environment to block negative energy 

Lepidolite- Calms & stabilizes heightened emotions and feelings of anxiety or stress 

Angelite- provides tranquility during sleep & allows for the connection of divine guidance 

Rose quartz- Opens the heart to all levels of love & compassion, including self-love.  

 

 

Becoming a Parent  

The most wonderful journey! Becoming a parent involves all levels of emotions but for 

those who are first time parents, this change can be over whelming.  

Bring these stones into your life during this time for support and strength 

Amethyst- Allows for strong intuition and instincts while also providing restful sleep 

Lepidolite- Soothes and calms feelings of anxiety & stress 

Sodalite- Fills the body with peace and tranquility 

Rose quartz-  Allows for all levels of love to shine through to the self & others 
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Bereavement 

The loss of a loved one can be difficult to process and understand. These  

are some of the hardest times to deal with. Allow these stones to sooth feelings of 

grief and comfort the heart during sadness 

Black Onyx- Protects and grounds the energy in the body 

Moonstone- Soothes emotional stress and attracts positive change 

Smoky quartz- Allows for deep inner healing and understanding 

Lepidolite- Calms the mind and body during times of stress & anxiety 

 

 

We hope to continue to help you along your path by welcoming you to our spiritual  
family. We encourage you to explore our handmade gemstone jewelry, crystals 

 and services to help inspire you to accomplish, achieve and attract your  
hearts deepest desires. We are so grateful and blessed to be a part of your journey! 

 We hope you share our resources with others on their path. 
 

Follow us to see new items, share and learn knowledge & gain 
 a deeper understanding of the energy around you. 

 
Instagram: @_mindfulintentions   Website: www.shopmindfulintentions.com 

 
With Love & Light, 

 
Mindful Intentions™ 
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